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EFFICIENT ESTIMATION OF AVERAGE TREATMENT EFFECTS
USING THE ESTIMATED PROPENSITY SCORE
BY KiEisuKEHIRANO,GUIDO W. IMBENS,AND GEERTRIDDER'
We are interestedin estimatingthe averageeffect of a binarytreatmenton a scalar
outcome.If assignmentto the treatmentis exogenousor unconfounded,that is, independent of the potentialoutcomesgiven covariates,biases associatedwith simpletreatmentcontrolaveragecomparisonscan be removedby adjustingfor differencesin the covariates.
Rosenbaumand Rubin (1983) show that adjustingsolely for differencesbetweentreated
and controlunits in the propensityscore removesall biases associatedwith differencesin
covariates.Althoughadjustingfor differencesin the propensityscore removesall the bias,
this can come at the expenseof efficiency,as shownby Hahn(1998),Heckman,Ichimura,
and Todd (1998), and Robins,Mark,and Newey (1992). We show that weightingby the
inverseof a nonparametric
estimateof the propensityscore,ratherthanthe truepropensity
score, leads to an efficientestimateof the averagetreatmenteffect. We provideintuition
for this resultby showingthat this estimatorcan be interpretedas an empiricallikelihood
estimatorthat efficientlyincorporatesthe informationaboutthe propensityscore.
KEYWORDS:

Propensity score, treatment effects, semiparametricefficiency, sieve

estimator.

1. INTRODUCTION
THE AVERAGEEFFECTof a binary treatment or policy on a scalar
ESTIMATING

outcome is a basic goal of manyempiricalstudiesin economics.If assignmentto
the treatmentis exogenousor unconfounded(i.e., independentof potentialoutcomes conditionalon covariatesor pre-treatmentvariables,an assumptionalso
knownas selectionon observables),the averagetreatmenteffect canbe estimated
differencesof treatmentand
by matching2or by averagingwithin-subpopulation
control averages.If there are manycovariates,such strategiesmay not be desirable or even feasible.An alternativeapproachis based on the propensityscore,
the conditionalprobabilityof receivingtreatmentgiven covariates.Rosenbaum
and Rubin (1983, 1985) show that, under the assumptionof unconfoundedness,
adjustingsolely for differencesin the propensityscore betweentreatedand control units removes all biases. Recent applicationsof propensityscore methods
1 We thankGaryChamberlain,
JinyongHahn,JamesRobins,Donald Rubin,JeffreyWooldridge,
fouranonymousreferees,seminarparticipantsat the Universityof Chicago,UC Davis,the University
of Michigan,MichiganState University,UC Irvine,the Universityof Miami,Johns Hopkins,and
and especiallyWhitneyNeweyfor comments.Financialsupportfor this researchwas
Harvard-MIT,
generouslyprovidedthroughNSF GrantsSBR-9818644andSES-0136789(Imbens)andSES-9985257
(Hirano).
2 See Abadieand Imbens(2002) for a formaldiscussionof matchingestimatorsin this context.
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in economicsincludeDehejia and Wahba(1999), Heckman,Ichimura,and Todd
(1997), and Lechner (1999).

Althoughadjustingfor differencesin the propensityscore removesall bias, it
need not be as efficient as adjustingfor differencesin all covariates,as shown
by Hahn (1998), Heckman, Ichimura, and Todd (1998), and Robins, Mark, and
Newey (1992). However, Rosenbaum (1987), Rubin and Thomas (1996), and

Robins,Rotnitzky,and Zhao (1995) show that usingparametricestimatesof the
propensityscore, ratherthan the true propensityscore, can avoid some of these
efficiencylosses.
In this paperwe propose estimatorsthat are based on adjustingfor nonparametricestimatesof the propensityscore. The proposedestimatorsweightobservationsby the inverseof nonparametricestimatesof the propensityscore, rather
than the true propensityscore. Extendingresults from Newey (1994) to derive
the large sample propertiesof these semiparametricestimators,we show that
they achievethe semiparametric
efficiencybound.We also showthat for the case
in which the propensityscore is known the proposed estimatorscan be interpreted as empiricallikelihoodestimators(e.g., Qin and Lawless(1994), Imbens,
Spady,and Johnson (1998)) that efficientlyincorporatethe informationabout
the propensityscore.
Our proposedestimatorsare relevantwhetherthe propensityscore is known
or not. In randomizedexperiments,for example,the propensityscore is known
by design.In that case the proposedestimatorscan be used to improveefficiency
over simply differencingtreatmentand control averages.With the propensity
score known,an attractivechoice for the nonparametricseries estimatorfor the
propensityscore is to use the true propensityscore as the leading term in the
series. The proposedestimatorscan also be used in the case where the propensity score is unknown.In that case they are alternativesto the previouslyproposed efficientestimatorsthat requirenonparametricestimationof functionsin
additionto the propensityscore.
In the next section we lay out the problem and discuss the prior literature.
In Section 3 we provide some intuitionfor our efficiencyresults by examining
a simplifiedversion of the problem.In Section 4 we give the formalconditions
under which weightingby the estimatedpropensityscore results in an efficient
estimator.Section 5 concludes.

2.

THE BASIC SETUP AND PREVIOUS RESULTS

2.1. The Model

We have a randomsampleof size N from a large population.For each unit i
in the sample,for i = 1, . . . , N, let Ti indicatewhetherthe treatmentof interest
was received,with Ti= 1 if unit i receivesthe activetreatment,and Ti= 0 if unit i
receivesthe controltreatment.Using the potentialoutcomenotationpopularized
by Rubin (1974), let Yi(O)denote the outcome for each unit i under control
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and Yi(1) the outcome under treatment.3We observe Ti and Yi, where Yi =
Ti Yi(1)+ (1 - T1).Yi(0). In addition,we observea vector of covariatesdenoted
by Xi.4 Initiallywe focus on the populationaveragetreatmenteffect:
(1)

rT

E[Y(1) - Y(0)].

We shall also discussestimationof weightedaveragetreatmenteffects,
(2)

wate

=f f

E[Y(1)

-

Y(0)IX = x]g(x)dF(x)
g(x)dF(x)

where g(.) is a knownfunctionof the covariates.SIn the special case where the
weight functiong(x) is equal to the propensityscore p(x) = Pr(T = 1jX = x),
this leads under the unconfoundednessassumptionto the averageeffect for the
treated:
(3)

Ttreated =E[Y(1) -

Y(O)IT= 1].

The centralproblemof evaluationresearchis that for unit i we observeeither
Y1(0)or Yi(1), but never both. To solve the identificationproblem,we maintain
throughoutthe paper the unconfoundednessassumption(Rubin (1978), Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983)), related to the selection-on-observablesassumption
(Barnow,Cain, and Goldberger(1980)), which asserts that conditionalon the
observedcovariates,the treatmentindicatoris independentof the potentialoutcomes. Formally,we have the followingassumption:
ASSUMPTION 1

(UnconfoundedTreatmentAssignment):

Tl(Y(0), Y(1)) IX.
Heckman,Ichimura,and Todd (1998) point out that for identificationof the
averagetreatmenteffect T this assumptioncan be weakenedto mean independence (E[Y(t)jT, X] =E[Y(t)IX] for t = 0, 1). If one is interestedin the average
effect for the treated, the assumptioncan be furtherweakenedto only require
3 Implicitin this notationis the stabilityassumptionor SUTVA(Rubin(1978)) that units are not
affectedby receiptof treatmentby others,and that there is only one versionof the treatment.
4These variablesare assumednot to be affectedby the treatment.
5 An alternativeestimand,whichwe do not considerhere, is the directweightedaveragetreatment
effect of the form
Tdwatet

fE[Y(1)

-

Y(O)IX = x]g(x) dx
dx

nfg(x)

where the weightingis only over the knownfunctiong(x). Note that in generalF(x) is unknown
so that knowledgeof g(x) does not imply knowledgeof g(x) dF(x) and the other way around;
estimationstrategiesfor the two estimandsTwate and Tdwate are in generaldifferent.Estimandsof the
lattertype can be fittedinto the frameworkof Robinsand Ritov (1997).
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that E[Y(O)IT,X] = E[Y(O)jX].In this paperwe focus on the full independence
assumptionin order to be consistentwith much of the literature.
Under unconfoundednesswe can estimatethe averagetreatmenteffect conditional on covariates,r(x) _ E[Y(1) - Y(O)jX= x], because
T(x)

=

E[Y(1)

-

Y(O)jX

=

x]

=E[Y(1)IT= 1,X =x]-E[Y(O)jT=O,X=x]
=E[YIT=

1,X=x]-E[YIT=O,X=x].

The populationaveragetreatmenteffect can then be obtainedby averagingthe
r(x) over the distributionof X: T = E[T(X)]. In practice,the strategyof forming
cells and comparingunits with exactlythe same value of X may fail if X takes
on too manydistinctvalues.6To avoid the need to matchunits on the values of
all covariates,Rosenbaumand Rubin(1983, 1985) developedan approachbased
on the propensityscore, the probabilityof selection into the treatmentgroup:
(4)

p(x) _ Pr(T = liX = x) = E[TIX = x],

which is assumed to be bounded away from zero and one. Their key insight
was that if treatmentand potentialoutcomesare independentconditionalon all
covariates,they are also independentconditionalon the conditionalprobability
of receivingtreatmentgiven covariates.Formally,as shownby Rosenbaumand
Rubin (1983), unconfoundednessimplies
(5)

TI(Y(O), Y(1)) Ip(X),

implyingthat adjustmentfor the propensityscore sufficesfor removingall biases
associatedwith differencesin the covariates.
2.2. Previous Results

The model set out above, as well as relatedmodels,have been examinedby a
numberof researchers.In an importantpaper Hahn (1998), studyingthe same
model as we do here, calculatesthe semiparametricefficiencybounds,and proposes efficientestimators,for T and Ttreated. Hahn'sestimatorfor T, which is efficient irrespectiveof whether the propensityscore is known,nonparametrically
estimates the two conditional expectations E[YTjX = x] and E[Y(1

-

T)jX = x]

as well as the propensityscore p(x), and then imputes the missing potential
outcomesas Y1(1)=E[YTjXi]/^(Xi) and Yi(O)= E[Y(1-T)lXi]/(l^(Xi)).
Hahnshowsthatconditioningonlyon the truepropensityscoreratherthanon the
6 A related issue is whether standard asymptotic theory provides adequate approximations to the

sampling distributions of estimators based on initial nonparametric estimates of conditional means,
especially when the dimension of the conditioning variable is high. For discussions of these issues,
see Robins and Ritov (1997) and Angrist and Hahn (1999) and references therein.
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full set of covariatesdoes not in general lead to an efficientestimator.In addition Hahn concludesthat knowledgeof the propensityscore is informativefor
estimating Tt,eated and derives efficient estimatorsboth with and without such
knowledge.A differencebetween Hahn's estimatorsand our proposed estimators is that Hahn requiresnonparametricestimationof the propensityscore as
well as the two conditional means E[YTIX = x] and E[Y(1

-

T)IX = x], whereas

our proposedestimatoronly requiresnonparametricestimationof the propensity
score.
Heckman,Ichimura,and Todd (1997, 1998) and Heckman,Ichimura,Smith,
and Todd (1998) focus on Ttreated, the averagetreatmenteffect for the treated.
They consider estimatorsbased on local linear regressionsof the outcome on
treatmentstatusand eithercovariatesor the propensityscore.Theyconcludethat
in general there is no clear rankingof their estimators;under some conditions
the estimatorbased on adjustmentfor all covariatesis superiorto the estimator
based on adjustmentfor the propensityscore, and under other conditionsthe
second estimatoris to be preferred.Lack of knowledgeof the propensityscore
does not alter this conclusion.
Rosenbaum(1987) and Rubinand Thomas (1996) investigatethe differences
between using the estimatedand the true propensityscore when the propensity
score belongs to a parametricfamily.They concludethat there can be efficiency
gainsfromusingthe estimatedpropensityscore.Ourresultsshowthatby making
the specificationof the propensityscore sufficientlyflexible,this approachleads
to a fully efficientestimator.
Robins,Mark,and Newey (1992), Robins and Rotnitzky(1995), Robins,Rotnitzky, and Zhao (1995), and Rotnitzkyand Robins (1995) study the related
problemof inferencefor parametersin regressionmodels where some data are
MissingAt Random (MAR; Rubin (1976), Little and Rubin (1987)). Rotnitzky
and Robins(1995) showthat in parametricsettingsweightingusingthe estimated
ratherthan true selectionprobabilitycan improveefficiency.They suggestit may
be possibleto achievefull efficiencyby allowingthe dimensionof the model for
the selectionprobabilityto growwith the samplesize. For this missingdata case
Robins and Rotnitzky(1995) also propose an efficient estimatorthat relies on
an initialconsistent,but not necessarilyefficient,estimatorof the full population
parameters.The estimatorwe propose is efficient (as is the estimatorproposed
by Hahn), but does not requirean initialconsistentestimator.
3. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE WITH BINARY COVARIATES

To develop some intuition for the formal results that will be presented in
Section 4, we considerthe simplerproblemof estimatingthe populationaverage of a variableY, 8B= E[Y], given a randomsample of size N of the triple
(Ti,Xi, Ti Yi). In otherwords,Tiand Xi are observedfor all units in the sample,
but Yi is only observedif Ti= 1. We providea heuristicargumentfor efficiency
of using estimatedweights,deferringformalresultsto Section 4.
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The analog to the unconfoundednessassumptionhere is the assumptionthat
the Yi are Missing At Random (MAR; Rubin (1976)), or
TIY I X.

The role of the propensityscore is played here by the selection probability:
p(x) = E[TIX = x] = Pr(T = liX = x). First, we restrict our attention in this

section to the case with a singlebinarycovariate.7Let N, denote the numberof
observationswith Ti= t and Xi = x, for t, x E {O,1}. Furthermore,supposethe
true selectionprobabilityis constant,p(x) = 1/2 for all x E {O,1}.8 The normalized variancebound for IB0is
(6)

=
VbOUfld

2 E[V(YIX)] +V(E[YIX]).

The "trueweights"estimatorweightsthe completeobservationsby the inverse
of the true selectionprobability:
N

Ti
Yi.
_t1/ N1
i=1P(Xi)

(7)

1

N

Ni

y..

Ti

1/2

Its large samplenormalizedvarianceis
+E[E[YIX]2],
Vtw=2*E[V(YIX)]+V(E[YIX])+E[E[YIX]2] = VbOU.d
strictlylargerthan the variancebound (6) unless E[YIX] = 0.
The second estimatorweights the complete observationsby the inverse of a
nonparametricestimate of the selection probability.This estimatoris the main
focus of the paper and it will be discussedin Section4 in more generalsettings.
In the currentsettingthe estimatedselectionprobabilityis simplythe proportion
of observedoutcomesfor a givenvalue of the covariate.For unitswith Xi = 0 the
proportionof observedoutcomesis N1o/(Noo+ N1o), andfor unitswith Xi = 1 the
proportionof observedoutcomesis N11/(NO,+ N11).Thusthe estimatedselection
probabilityis
p

= I

N1o/(Noo+ N1o) if x = O,
N11/(N01+N11) if x = 1.

The proposed"estimatedweights"estimatoris then
1 N y..T

(8)

/3ew

7An efficient estimator is easily obtained by averaging the within-subsample difference of treatment/control averages. It can also be found by specializing the more general estimators in Robins
and Rotnitzky (1995) and Hahn (1998) to this simple case. The discussion here is solely intended to
convey intuition for the formal results that will be presented in Section 4.
8 Thus the missing data are Missing Completely At Random (MCAR; Rubin (1976), Little and
Rubin (1987)).
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The normalizedvarianceof this estimatoris equal to the variancebound:
Vew= 2 E[V(YIX)] +V(E[YIX]) =

VboUfd.

estimatedweights
Not only does the weightingestimatorwith nonparametrically
have a lowervariancethan the estimatorusing the "true"weightsin this simple
case, but it is in fact fullyefficient.In the remainderof this sectionwe shall provide some intuitionfor this result.This will suggestwhy this efficiencyproperty
may carryover to the case with continuousand vector-valuedcovariates,as well
as with general dependenceof the selection probabilityor propensityscore on
the covariates.
An alternativeinterpretationof the estimated-weightsestimatoris based on
a GeneralizedMethod of Moments (GMM) representation(Hansen (1982)).
Under the assumptionthat the selection probabilityis p(x) = 1/2, we can estimate Igousing the single momentrestrictionE[u1(Y, X, T, I30)]= 0, with
/1(y, t, x,j)=

y.t
1/2t

y.t

yp(x)

The GMM estimatorbased on the single momentrestrictionq1(.), given knowledge of the selection probability,is the true-weightsestimator t in (7).
However,this estimatoris not necessarilyefficient,because it ignores the additional informationthat is availablein the form of knowledgeof the selection
probability.This additionalinformationcan be written in moment condition
form as E[T - p(X)IX] = E[T - 1/21X] = 0. With a binary covariate this con-

ditional moment restrictioncorrespondsto two marginalmoment restrictions,
E[ifr2(Y,T, X, I3o)]= 0, with:
. 1/2)
((1 x (t-

u2(Ytx,)=

Estimating go in a generalized method of moments frameworkusing the
momentsifl(.) and q2(.) leads to a fully efficientestimator.9Here it is of particularinterestto considerthe empiricallikelihoodestimator(e.g., Qin and Lawless
(1994), Imbens (1997), Kitamuraand Stutzer(1997), Imbens,Spady,and Johnson (1998)). Empiricallikelihoodestimationis based on maximization,both over
a nuisance parameter r =

(i,

. ,

TN)

and over the parameter of interest ,f, of

the logarithmof the empiricallikelihoodfunction:
N

(9)

In ri,

L(r)
i=l

9 Although 022() does not depend on the parameter of interest, i2(.) is generally correlated with
/l (.). Thus there can be efficiency gains from using both sets of moment conditions as in seemingly
unrelated regressions. See, e.g., Hellerstein and Imbens (1999) and Qian and Schmidt (1999).
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subject to the adding-up restriction i iri = 1 and the moment conditions
,i ai+(yi, ti, xi, 3) = 0. Solvingfor ^i and Pe, by maximizing(9) subjectto the
restrictionsleads, after some manipulation,to:
iTi

~~1/4
-1/2
-

N10

+

N00+N10

1/4

-1

(1-xi)

(ti-1/2)

whichin turn implies
N
=
g3el

E2
1=1

Yi Ti

ew

equal to the estimatedweightsestimator.
The above discussiongeneralizesdirectlyto the case with general discrete
covariates.Withcontinuouscovariatesknowledgeof the propensityscore implies
a conditionalmomentrestrictioncorrespondingto an infinitenumberof unconditionalmomentrestrictions(e.g., Chamberlain(1987)). Using a series estimator
for the propensityscore capturesthe informationcontent of such a conditional
momentrestrictionby a sequenceof unconditionalmomentrestrictions.
The empiricallikelihood interpretationsuggests that moving from the trueweights estimatorto the estimated-weightsestimatorincreasesefficiencyin the
same way that addingmomentrestrictionsin a generalizedmethodof moments
frameworkimprovesefficiency.A similarfindingappearsin Crepon,Kramarz,
and Trognon(1998) who find that using a reducedset of momentconditions,in
whichnuisanceparametersare replacedby solutionsto the sampleanalogsof the
remainingmoment conditions,is asymptoticallyequivalentto using the full set
of momentconditions,whereasusingthe true values of the nuisanceparameters
may lead to efficiencylosses. These results are also linked to the literatureon
weightingin stratifiedsampling.Translatedto this simpleexample,the resultsby
Lancaster(1990) suggeststudyingthe distributionof the variousestimatorscon7 Xi. Conditionalon those
ditionalon the ancillarystatisticsE Ti,E, Xi, and Lj Ti
three statisticsthe true-weightsestimatoris biased,while the estimated-weights
estimatorremainsunbiased.Rosenbaum(1987) discussesthis issue specifically
in the contextof estimatedversustrue propensityscores.In a generaldiscussion
of weightedM-estimators,Wooldridge(1999, 2002) showsthat weightingby the
inverseof estimatedratherthan populationprobabilitiescan lead to efficiency
gains.
4. EFFICIENT ESTIMATION USING ESTIMATED WEIGHTS

In this section we present the main results of the paper. We discuss three
distinctcases. First,we considerthe problemof estimatingthe populationaverage treatmenteffect under the unconfoundednessassumption.This includesas
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a special case the extensionof the binary-covariate
MAR exampleof the previous sectionto continuouscovariates.Second,we considerestimationof weighted
average treatmenteffects. Finally,we consider estimationof the effect of the
treatmenton the treatedwhich,in the knownpropensityscore case, will follow
directlyfrom the solutionto the generalweightedaveragetreatmenteffect case.
This discussionwill shed additionallight on Hahn's(1998) interestingresultthat
for this parameterknowledgeof the propensityscore affectsthe efficiencybound,
as well as on the findingsin Heckman,Ichimura,and Todd (1998) that in the
case of the averagetreatmenteffect for the treated,neither using the true nor
using the estimatedpropensityscore dominatesthe other.
4.1. Estimating PopulationAverage TreatmentEffects

In this section we use the set up from Section 2 with a pair of potentialoutcomes (Y(O), Y(1)) for each unit and focus on efficientestimationof the population average treatment effect, r* = E[Y(1) - Y(O)].10As before, p(x) = Pr(T =

1IX = x) is the propensityscore,the probabilityof receivingthe activetreatment.
We maintain the unconfoundednessassumption.Define ,t(x) _ E[Y(t)IX =
x] and o-2(x)= V(Y(t)IX = x) to be the conditionalmean and variance of
Y(t) respectively. Under unconfoundedness we have , t(x) = E[YIT = t, X = x]
and ot2(x) = V(YIT = t, X = x). We can characterize r* through the moment

equation:

E[/(Y, T, X, r*7 p* (X))] = 0,

where
(10)

y .t
A(X)

u(y,t,x,r,p(x))-=

y(1-t)
l -p(X)

Given an estimatorp(x) for the propensityscore, we estimate r* by setting the
averagemomentevaluatedat the estimatedselectionprobabilityequal to zero as
a functionof r: (1/N) EN=1/(Yi, Ti,Xi,I, I(Xi)) = 0, leadingto the estimator
1

(11)

7r= -

N

y.1 i

_

iG

i

Becausep*(x) is a conditionalexpectation,this semiparametricestimationproblem directlyfits into the frameworkof Newey (1994). So we could apply his
results directlyif we estimate p*(x) by a series of least squaresregressionsof
treatment on polynomialsin the covariates.(See the workingpaper version,
Hirano, Imbens, and Ridder (2000).) However, because p*(x) is a probability, such an approachhas the unattractivefeature that it approximatesa probabilityby a linear function. We therefore estimate p*(x) in a sieve approach
10Whenever necessary to avoid confusion we will use a superscript * to denote true (population)
values, so that r* denotes the population average treatment effect and p*(x) the true (population)
propensity score.
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(e.g., Geman and Hwang(1982)) by the Series Logit Estimator(SLE). For K =
1, 2,.. ., let RK(X) = (rlK(x), r2K(x), ..., rKK(x))' be a K-vector of functions.
Although the theory is derived for general sequences of approximatingfunctions, the most commonclassof functionsare powerseries.Let A = (A1, . . ., A4
be an r-dimensionalvector of nonnegativeintegers (multi-indices),with norm
JAI= YZr Aj,let (A(k))-t1 be a sequencethat includesall distinctmulti-indices
and satisfies IA(k)I< IA(k+1)1, and let xA = Hr= x4j.For a sequence A(k)
we consider the series rkK(x) = xA(k). If we denote the logistic cdf by L(a) =
exp(a)/(1 +exp(a)), the SLE for p*(x) is definedby p(x) = L(RK(x)fii^K) with
N
1rK=

arg max

(Ti ln L(RK(Xi)T)
.

+ (1- Tj) ln(1 - L(RK(Xi)'ir))).

i=l

In AppendixA we discussthe relevantasymptotictheoryfor p(x).
In additionto the unconfoundednessassumptionthe followingassumptionsare
used to derivethe propertiesof the estimator.First,we restrictthe distribution
of X, Y(O),and Y(1):
AsSUMPTION

2 (Distributionof X):

(i) the support X of the r-dimensional covariate X is a Cartesianproduct of
compact intervals, X = HJ [xl, xuj];
(ii) the density of X is bounded, and bounded away from 0, on X.

3 (Distributionof Y(O),Y(1)):
(i) E[Y(0)2] < oo and E[Y(1)2] < oo;

ASSUMPTION

(ii) ,AO(x)and ul(x) are continuously differentiablefor all x

E

X.

The next assumptionrequiressufficientsmoothnessof the propensityscore.
ASSUMPTION 4 (SelectionProbability):Thepropensityscore p*(x) satisfies the
following conditions. For all x E X:
(i) p* (x) is continuouslydifferentiableof order s > 7- r where r is the dimension
of X;
(ii) p*(x) is bounded away from zero and one: 0 < p < p*(x) < < 1.

Finally,we restrictthe rate at which additionalterms are added to the series
approximationto p*(x), dependingon the dimensionof X and the numberof
derivativesof p*(x).
ASSUMPTION 5 (Series Estimator): The series logit estimator of p*(x) uses a
power series with K = NVfor some 1/(4(s/r - 1)) < v < 1

The restrictionon the derivatives(Assumption4(i)) guaranteesthe existence
of a v that satisfiesthe conditionsin Assumption5. Under these conditionswe
can state the firstresult.
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THEOREM 1: Suppose Assumptions 1-5 hold. Then:

(i)A

-**

(ii) VKN(- 7*) X?*N(O, V), where

I

[E((p*(X)

(iii)

'

1

__+

-

'JD)(T
(X)

o

Ip*(X)

p*()+

[

-T)

Y(l

YT_

-

p* (X)))

1-p*(X)

)

)

reaches the semiparametricefficiency bound.

PROOF: See Appendix B.

REMARK1: This resultalso coversthe extensionof the binary-covariate
MAR
examplein Section 3 to the continuouscovariatecase. For this case set Y = 0 if
T = 0 and set Y(0) identicallyequal to 0.
REMARK2: Theorem1 establishesthe resultfor continuousX. If X has both
continuousand discrete components,this can be dealt with in a conceptually
mannerby using the continuouscovariateestimatorwithinsamstraightforward
ples homogenousin the discretecovariates,at the expenseof additionalnotation.
Derivationspresentedin AppendixB show that the estimatorin Theorem 1
can be representedas asymptoticallylinear:
T

=

T

+ N

*, p*(Xi)) + a(Ti, Xi) + op(1/-),

(Yi, Ti, Xi,

Ni=l

where
(12)

/(.)

is defined in (10) and
a(t, x) = -

Al (X) +

F(

)

(t - p*(x))

The known-weightsestimator,(11) withpi(x) replacedby p*(x), is asymptotically
linear with score function

/(.).

The function a(t, x) represents the effect on the

score functionof estimatingp*(x). Its first factor, -(p, (x)/p*(x) + uo(x)/(1 p*(x))), is the conditionalexpectationof the derivativeof the momentcondition
/(y, t, X, r*, p*(x)) with respect to p*(x). Hence, the score linearizesthe estimatorwith respect to r (whichis trivialsince the estimatoris alreadylinear in
r) and p(.).
The asymptoticallylinear representationof r implies that its asymptoticvariance equals
(13)

E[(if(Y, T, X,

7*,

p*(X)) + a(T, X))2],
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shown in AppendixB to be equal to the varianceexpressionin Theorem 1. We
estimatethis varianceby replacingthe unknownquantitiesr, p*(.), and a(.) by
estimatesand replacingthe expectationby a sampleaverage:
(14)

V =N TiN(yi,

Xi, 7, p(Xi))

+ &(7, Xi))2.

i=

The estimation of a(t, x) requires some additionalexplanation.The second
factor, t - p*(x) is estimated as t - p(x). The first factor, -(,uj(x)/p*(x) +
,u0(x)1(1 - p*(x))), can be written as the conditional expectation of
-(YT/p*(X)2 + Y(1 - T)/(1 _p*(X))2) givenX. We thereforeestimatethe first
factor in a(t, x) by nonparametricregressionof -(YT/P(X)2 + Y(1 - T)/(1 -

p(X))2) on X, using the same series approachas we used for estimatingp*(x).
Thus
(N

(1-

+p(X)2
x (N

7.)
)R^(Xi)4

RK(x),

R K(Xi)R K(Xi),)

with RK(x) the same series of approximatingfunctionsas before, is used as an
+ ,u 0(x)/(1 - p*(x))), and the function a(t, x) is

estimator for -(,u1(x)/p*(x)
estimated by ai(t, x):
(15)

a'(t,x) =-((X')(

x (N

+

R

G1

(Xi)R K(Xi))

2

2 )RK(X,4

RK(x)(t

(x)).

The followingtheoremdescribesthe formalresult.
THEOREM

PROOF:

2: Suppose Assumptions 1-5 hold. Then V is consistentfor V.

See AppendixB.

In practicebootstrappingmethodsmay be a valuablealternativeto the above
varianceestimator.
4.2. Estimating the WeightedAverage TreatmentEffect

In this sectionwe generalizethe previousresult to 'rwate' the weightedaverage
treatmenteffect for a knownweightfunctiong(x). One motivationfor considering this estimandis that by choosingg(x) appropriately,
we can obtaintreatment
effects for subpopulationsdefinedby X. In addition,by choosingg(x) equal to
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the propensityscore p*(x), we can recoverthe averageeffect of the treatment
on the treated,as will be discussedbelow.
To estimate
(16)

we use the following moment function:

rate,

P(X) = g(X)
O(Y, t, X, Twate,

Y _t

*

y( (I

te

t)-Tw

leadingto the estimator
rwate

=>g(Xi)[Yf)

(

I

.)E/g(xi)-

This estimatoris asymptoticallylinear:
1N

1

O((Yi'i, Xi,

~E[g(X)] N

'ate

Twate, p* (X))

+ a(Ti, Xi)) + op(l /N),

where now
a(t, x) = -g(x).

l( +

p*n(x)) (t -p*(x))

The asymptoticvariancecan be estimatedas
V=

Ti, Xi,

(yi,

(Xi)/N)2 N

i

'Twate

P(Xi)) + ^i(Ti,Xi))2,

with an estimatorfor a(t, x) analogousto that for the averagetreatmenteffect:
a(t, x) =

1

N

I

-g(x)- E3II
N

Y Ti

(1-p

i=1 'PK(XY)2

x

N

Y(1 - T)

+

R (Xi)R (Xi)I)

K
X
R (Xi)R(X)

\K

(Xi))2'

R (x)(t

)

PK(X)).

Similarreasoningto the previousresultsgives the followingtheorem:
THEOREM 3: SupposeAssumptions 1-5 hold, that Ig(x)I is boundedfrom above
and that E[g(X)] > 0. Then:
p
(i)

(ii)

'kate

*
'rwate,

-(^wate -

V

d

w:ate)

N((O, V), with

((X)

E[g(X)]2E[g(x)

+
(iii) V is consistentfor V.

g ,(X)

-

wate)2+

' (X)];

g(X)(X)
p*

and

2(X)
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The proof for this theorem follows the same line of argumentas that for
Theorems1 and 2 and is omitted.
REMARK: We could weaken Assumption 4(ii), the assumption that the
propensity score is bounded away from 0 and 1, by the assumption that
g(x)/p*(x) and g(x)/(1 -p*(x)) are boundedfromabove.Thus,if there is insufficient overlapin the distributionsof the treated and untreatedunits, one may
wish to choose g(.) to restrictattentionto a subpopulationfor which there is
sufficientlylarge probabilityof observingboth treatedand untreatedunits.
A semiparametricefficiencyboundfor Twate has not been previouslycalculated
in the literature.The next result showsthat our estimatoris efficient.
THEOREM

V

efficiencyboundfor estimationof Twate iS
4: Thesemiparametric

+X)
E[g(X)]2

E L(X)
[g(X)2(r(X)

-_rwate)2

+

a, 2

_gX)_

22(X)

Xl-

1P*(X)

PROOF:

See AppendixB.
Effectfor the Treated
4.3. EstimatingtheAverageTreatment

Under unconfoundednessthe averagetreatmenteffect for the treated (Rubin
(1977), Heckmanand Robb (1985),Heckman,Ichimura,and Todd(1997, 1998))
is a special case of the weightedaveragetreatmenteffect, correspondingto the
weightingfunctiong(x) = p*(x). To see this, first note that under unconfoundedness
=
Ttreated

E[Y(1) - Y(O)IT= 1] = E[E[Y(1) - Y(O)IX,T = 1]IT= 1]

= E[E[Y(1)

-

Y(O)IX]IT = 1] = E[r(X)IT = 1].

Second,the latter is equal to
E[r(X)IT = 1] =

r(x)dF(xIT = 1)

=

r(x)p*(x)dF(x)/

p*(x)dF(x),

whichis Twate with g(x) equal to p*(x). Hence we can use the momentequation
(16) with p*(x) substitutedfor g(x):
(17)

q(Y, t, x,

Ttreated, P(X))

p *(x).

(

_l
-)

(1) treated)
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The estimatoris the solutionto

(18)

0=

p*(Xi) (--

j

XT)

rtreated)

with the same nonparametricseries estimatorp(x) as before.
The next result,whichfollowsdirectlyfromTheorem4, showsthat this estimator achievesthe efficiencyboundcalculatedby Hahn (1998) for estimationof the
effect of treatmenton the treated,assumingthat the propensityscore is known.
COROLLARY1: SupposethatAssumptions1-5 hold. Then:
(i) 'treated
ert*reated;
(ii)

d

VK(T>Trated

treated)

with

NJ(O,V),

V = E[p*(X)]2 E p*(X)2(((X)-rtreated) +p*(X)ol (X)
+
(iii)

p(X)

qo6(X)], and

ftreated achievesthe semiparametric
efficiencybound.

The proof for this corollaryis omitted as the result directly follows from
Theorem4.
Note that in the moment function (17) the propensityscore appearsin two
places, first as p*(x) multiplyingthe remainderof the moment functionwhere
it replacesthe generalweight functiong(x) in (16), and second as p(x) in the
denominatorof the two terms.We only use the estimatedpropensityscore in the
second part in the efficient estimatorin (18). The result of the theorem above
impliesthat this is more efficientthanusingthe true propensityscore everywhere
and solving
N

(19)

/Y.-Ti

0*(Xi)
o=Lp*(X)(xX

.

}i-

1-

1

-treated),

or using the estimatedpropensityscore everywhere,which amountsto solving
(20)

?

E^(Xi)(

i^X i)

1-

(X

)

-Ttreated)

A direct implicationof this result is that the sample averageof the outcomes
for the treated Ei YiTi/Ei Ti is less efficient for the population average
E[Y(1)IT = 1] than the weighted average IjY1T7(p*(Xj)/J(Xj))/Zjp*(Xj)
where the weights are the ratio of the true and estimated propensityscore.
Anotherimplicationis that the estimatorscharacterizedby (19) and (20) cannot
in generalbe rankedin terms of efficiencyas there are effects of opposite signs
(e.g., Heckman,Ichimura,and Todd (1997)).
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If the propensityscore is not known,then Hahn (1998) showsthat this affects
the efficiencybound for the effect of treatmenton the treated. Our previous
estimatorTtreatedcannotbe used since it makesuse of p*(x). However,we can use
the estimatedpropensityscore in place of p*(x) in the weightingof observations
as in (20). Call this estimator'.te. The next theoremshowsthat this estimatoris
efficientif the propensityis not known.
5: Suppose that Assumptions 1-5 hold. Then:

THEOREM
(

j

(ii)

p

tte

*

> t*treated'

V"7(Tte

V

-treated)

N(0, V), with

E[*(X)]2E [p*(X)((X)
+

* (4)o

-

(treated)+p*(X)oaf(X)

6 (X)],

and

(iii) fte achieves the semiparametricefficiencyboundfor estimation of
the propensityscore is not known.

Ttreatedwhen

The proof goes along the same lines as that for Theorems 1 and 2 and is
omitted.
5.

CONCLUSION

In this paperwe have studiedefficientestimationof variousaveragetreatment
effects under an unconfoundedtreatment assignment assumption.Although
weightingobservationsby the inverseof the true propensityscore does not lead
to efficientestimators,weightingeach observationby the inverseof a nonparametricestimateof the propensityscore does lead to efficientestimators.We provide intuitionfor this result throughconnectionsto the literatureson empirical
likelihoodestimatorsand choice-basedsampling.
The estimatorsproposedin this paperrequirefewer functionsto be estimated
than other efficientestimatorspreviouslyproposedin the litnonparametrically
erature. Which estimatorshave more attractivefinite sample properties,and
which have more attractivecomputationalproperties,remain open questions.
The resultsunderlinethe importantrole playedby the propensityscore in estimationof averagecausaleffects.
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APPENDIX

A: LOGISTIC SERIES ESTIMATOR

In this appendixwe derivethe relevantpropertiesof the logisticseries estimator,which can be
interpretedas a sieve estimator(e.g., Gemanand Hwang(1982)).Let rK(x) = (rlK(x) . . ., rKK(x))'
be a K-vectorof functions.The triangulararrayof functionsrK(x), K = 1, 2, . . ., is the basis for
the approximationof the propensityscore. In particular,we approximatea functionf : R' -? R
by yrK (x). Because yrK (x) = y A- AKrK(x) we can also use RK (X) = AKrK (x) as the basis of
approximation.By choosingAK appropriatelywe obtain a systemof orthogonal(with respect to
some weight function)functions.Specificallywe choose AK so that E[RK(X)RK(X)'] = IK. The
propertiesof the serieslogit estimatorandthe proofof Theorem1 are mostlyfor a generalsystemof
functions.We shall indicatewhere the propertiesof the specificapproximating
approximating
class
= V/tr(A'A).Note that this is the usual
of functionsare used. We will use the matrixnorm IIAll
Euclideannormif A is a columnvector."If A is a scalar,we denote the normby JAl.Define
(21)

;(K) = supIIRK(x)ll.
xeX

In general,this bounddependson the arrayof approximating
functionsthatis used.Fororthonormal
polynomialsNewey (1994, 1997) shows ;(K) < CK. Here, and in the sequel, C denotes a generic
positiveconstant.'2
We considerapproximationof the log odds ratio by a power series. One possiblechoice for a
triangularsequenceof powersof x is

(22)

r'(x) = 1,

r2(x) =

[1],

rr+I(x)

=

,

rr+(x) =

Linearcombinationsof the elements of the vectors rK(x) are the approximating
power series. A
power series with (n + 1)r terms has xl, . . ., x, includedat least up to power n. Hence, if we use
the sequencein (22) and set K = (n + 1)r, then rK(x) has powersin all variablesat least up to n.
If a functionf is s times continuouslydifferentiableand K = (n + 1)r, then by Theorem8, p. 90, in
Lorentz(1986) there is a K-vectoryK such that for RK (x) = AKrK(x), and on the compactset X,
(23)

supIf(x) -

RK (x) yK < Cl n<

C2K r

xEX

11It is useful to list some propertiesof this norm that will be used in the followingdiscussion.
Let A and B be K x K matricesand c be a K vector.Then lAB!12= i ij(i aikbkj)2. Applying
the vectorCauchy-Schwartz
inequalityto the innersum,we find JJABJJ
< JlA11
JBJJ.By the maximum
inequalityfor quadraticforms IlAcll< VAmax(A'A)IIcII,where Amax
is the largesteigenvalue,which
givesa sharpupperbound(the upperbound I1Allicit is not sharpin general).We also frequentlyuse
the Cauchy-Schwartz
inequalityfor expectations,whichimpliesthatfor nonnegativerandomvariables
X, Y, E(XY) < /E(X2)E(Y2).
12
If two constantsare needed,we will use the genericnotationCl, C2.
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To ensure that the approximation of p*(x) is between 0 and 1 we first approximate the log odds
ratio, which is also s times continuously differentiable and which is bounded on X if the propensity
score is bounded away from zero and one. Hence by (23) there is a 1TKsuch that
(24)

P

sup In(

)CKR
<)

Let L(z) = exp(z)/(1 + exp(z)) be the logistic cdf and L'(z) = L(z) (1 - L(z)). The series logit
estimator of the population propensity score p* (x) is PK(X) = L(RK(x)'1K), where
(25)

*K = argmaxLN(lr),

for
N

(26)

LN(1r) = E(Ti

ln L(RK(Xi)y)

+ (1- T,) . ln(1 - L(RK(Xi),1r))).

i=1

For N -oo and K fixed we have irK1r 7T, with 1rKthe pseudo true value:
(27)

7T4= arg max E[p*(X) ln L(RK(X)' 7T)+ (1 - p* (X)) ln(1 - L(RK(X)' 7T))].

We also define the pseudo true propensity score: pK(x) = L(RK (X)'7rK).
In the proofs for the theorems we need some properties of this series logit estimator. For these
properties it is convenient to distinguish between (i) the deterministic difference between the true
propensity score and the pseudo true propensity score and (ii) the stochastic difference between the
estimated propensity score and the pseudo true value. In the remainder of this appendix we therefore
derive (i) a uniform bound on the difference between p*(x) and pK(x) and (ii) a bound on the
I.
sampling variance in the form of the stochastic order of 11 K 11
LEMMA1 (Approximation of Propensity Score): Suppose that:
(i) the support X of X is a compact subset of Rr;
(ii) the propensityscore p* (x) is s times continuously differentiable,with s/r
(iii) the propensityscore p* (x) is bounded awayfrom zero and one on X;
(iv) the density of X is bounded away from zero on X.
Then for

>

4;

TKin (24),

IK
-

TI
-7TZ

||

=
--1(2r))

(K

and

supIp*(x) -p

(x)I =O(K-sl(2r);(K)).

xEX

PROOF: From (24), and by monotonicity of L(.), for all x E X,
(28)

L(RK(x)'rK

- CK-s/r) - L(RK(x)'1TK) < p*(x) - L(RK(x)'1rK)
< L(RK(x)%TK

+ CK-s/r)

-L(RK(x),1TK).

By the mean value theorem applied to the lower and upper bound and by L'(RK(x),#)=
L(RK(x), r)(1 - L(rK(x)yi#)) < 1/4 we find that the lower and upper bound are bounded by
--CK-s/r and CK-slr, respectively. Hence, for the iTK that satisfies (24), we have
(29)

sup Ip*(x) - L(RK(X), TK)I < CK/r
xEX
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Define

Q*(ir)= E[p*(X) lnL(RK (X)'ir)

+ (1-

p*(X)) ln(1 - L(RK(X) IT))],

and
QK

(r) = E[L(RK (X)' rTK)ln L(RK (X)' IT) + (1 - L(RK (X)' ITK))ln(1 - L(RK (X)' Ir))].

Then, by definition we have iTK= argmax, Q*(iT), and by the information inequality we have
irK = arg max QK (1).
7r

Let 71= infXExp*(x) (1 - p*(x)), so that by assumption (iii) 71> 0. Define
HK
~~~
== |#[T
ER
HIK
K(X),IT)(1- L(RK(X), IT)) > 71/21
XEXL(R
RKIinf
I/J
Because of (29), for K large enough, we have ITK E HK.Also, becauseL(RK(x)'IT) is boundedaway
from zero and one for IT E HK, it follows that lnL(RK(x)' r) is bounded,and thus by (29) there is a
C1 such that

(30)

sup IQ*(I) - QKQ(T)I
/rK
< C1K
ITEHK

Next, define for fixed C2

(31)

HK = {ITERK IIT_ ITKII
' C2Ks-/(2r)}

Because
sup

- L(RK(x)IrK)l

JL(RK(x)Ir)

sup

'

XEX, ITEiIK

-I

IL'(RK(x)'Ir)RK(x)(

ITK)l

XEX, ITEHK,

<supIIRK
(X)II SUp1l ITTKI
-

XEX

<

C;(K)K-s(2r)

ITEiIK

it follows that for a polynomial series estimator with (K) < CK, and for large enough K, HK C IK.
Thus, for ITE HK and with Amin
(A) the smallest eigenvalue of A, and for large enough K so that
] = IKwe have
HIKC HK, given that E[RK(X)RK(X)
(32)

(

QK (IT)) = Amin(E[L'(RK(x)'iT)RK(X)R

Amin

K(X) ]) > 71/2.

Now choose the C2 in (31) to satisfy C2 > 14C/m for the C1 in (30). Let K be large enough so that
= C2K-s/(2r),i.e., ITE 1IK,the difference Q*(ITK) -Q*(IT)
HIKc HK. Then, for IT such that IT- TKII
satisfies
Q* (TK)

-

Q* (I)

>

QK(ITK)
-

-

C1K

dQK (ITK)(IT C21

K -slr2C

sr

- QK(I)
TK)-2(T

K-s/r

-

C1K

(T)(TIK)

/r

dQK

) 2C1KS/

>0

so that with Q*(IT) concave,
Hence, there is a local maximum of Q*(IT) in the interior of HIK,
iTK= argmax Q*(iT) must satisfy ITKE HIK,proving the first assertion. Then
- L(R K(X)rk)I
JL(RK(X)wrIK)

< IIRK(X)II . 1r

_ KII=
O(;(K)K

s(2)),

and thus by (29) and the triangle inequality we have
sup Ip*(x)

-

L(RK (x)'ITk)I = O(K -s/(2r);(K)).

XEX

Next we derive the stochastic order of 11
ITK - iTK
11as K increases with N.

Q.E.D.
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LEMMA 2 (Convergence of iK - TKl):Suppose the same four conditions as in Lemma 1 hold. In
addition, suppose that:
0.
(v) K(N) is a sequence of values of K satisfying K(N) -X oc, and ;(K(N))4/N
Then

11LTK(N) -K(N) 1l =P

(N)

K(

PROOF: In the sequel we write K for K(N). By definition of RK(X),

N K

1

-

(33)

SK

K(X)

N E3R (Xi)RK(Xi)
Ni=l

has expectation equal to IK. By Newey (1997), it satisfies
IISK-4K1l=0 ?P

(K) N )

which converges to zero in probability by condition (v). Hence the probability that the smallest
eigenvalue of SK is larger than 1/2 goes to one.
Next, we show that
(34)

1 dLN

K

(TZ)=?P

Consider

E

. ..LN

N diT

2(T)

=

- trE[L(RK(X)' Tr)(1
N

<-

trE[RK (X)RK(X)]

- L(RK(X)'iTZ))RK(X)RK(X)']

=

K/N.

Hence

-"N
E |(IT)?

=
(KIN)2

11N dIT

and the Markov inequality implies (34).
- L(RK(x)'Tk))/8,
Next, let q = infxE,AK L(RK(x),
which by conditions (i) and (iii) and
q)(1
Lemma 1 is positive. For any E > 0 choose C such that for N large enough

(35)

Pr dg xa

(K)i

;

>

l2

Note that,
IL(R (x) r)

sup
xXEX11X- X* L'<CFK

K-

<

K~

- L(RK (X)T)I

~ ~ ~ ~

sup
XEX, 117-7* ll<CFK

RK (X)' (IT_

N~~~~

)I L(K)C
<

which goes to zero, so that for large enough N,

inf
XEX, 117r-7T

1-C

(L(RK(X)'1T)(1 - L(RK(X)' T)))

> 4ij.

-
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Choose N large enough so that this inequality holds, that (35) holds with probability at least 1 - s/2,
and that the probability that the smallest eigenvalue of SK is larger than 1/2 is at least 1- s/2. Then
the probability that both of these hold is at least 1-s. Then for every Ir with 11T- r 11= CV.fK771,
a second-order expansion gives
1 dLN(K~
LNlr
(NTr
N LN (X) =JN LN (Trk) +N
d,>
NN
dir

(3)
(36)

)
+i

__
2N
(IT
N

K)

d2LN(#)
(iT-I T)
d,, ,Nd
i d7T'

11< 11r - mr 11= CVK7Th. We have

where 11I#-ir

1 d2 L N('T)
1n
KKK
2N dIT dir') =-2N
Z(L(RK (X)'iir(1-L(RK

K(Xy
(Xi)'#r))RK (Xi)RK(X)')

< -2rS0K,
with its eigenvalues bounded away from zero in absolute value by -q. Then, rearranging (36) and
using the triangle inequality, with probability greater than 1 - s, for 1,r-rZ
= C7K/N,

~

1

1Lf*\<

1 dLN (X* )(

_ IT*

-

|

1 dLNT

That is, we have with probability greater than 1 -,
+ LN(X)

< + LN TTK)

for all ir with

=cfN.
INi'-igKII

Since LN(17-) is continuous, it has a maximum on the compact set {r: 1r- rKII < CVK}.
By
the last inequality, this maximum must occur for some iTK with Igr- rI1 < CRK/1N. Hence the
first-order conditions are satisfied at frKand by concavity of LN (IT), ITK maximizes LN (IT) over all
of RK. Because the probability of this is greater than 1 - s with s arbitrary,we conclude that TrK
exists and satisfies the first order conditions with probability approaching one, and that 11rK- Ir* =
QE.D.
Op (N/Y7KN

APPENDIXB: PROOFS

OF THEOREMS

PROOFOF THEOREM 1: To ease the notational burden we present the proof for the special case
with Y(O) identically equal to 0. This can be interpreted as the special case where one is interested
in estimating the average outcome ,3 = E[Y(1)], where Y(1) is missing at random conditional on the
covariates X. Thus it is the direct extension of the binary-covariate example in Section 3. Since
the average treatment effect case simply amounts to estimating two averages where in both cases
the variables are missing at random, the argument for the general case is exactly analogous, only
involving substantially longer equations. In the proof we therefore follow the missing at random set
up with the parameter of interest equal to ,B= E[Y(1)], making the missing at random assumption
Y(1) I TIX, and with a random sample of (Ti, Xi, Yi)[Nt, where Yi = Yi(1). Ti.
The estimated weight estimator Pew is
(37)

=

1 N I>Y)
T

f3ewN=>ZY
N

=1 PK (Xi)

with

(38)

PK(Xi)

= L(RK (Xi)'*K).
-IN(O3ew3

)

The key part of the proof is to show that
S

(Xi3)

)i(Xi)

(Ti-P*(Xi)) op(j).
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This impliesthat Pew is asymptotically
as a sampleaverage,with
linear,i.e. behavesasymptotically
score function i/(Y, T, X, ,*, p*(.)) + a(T, X), where
ty.

f(y, t, x, ,, p(.)) =

-[

anAlt
and

-,

p(x

'p*

x

-

x_

(t - p* (x))

-

a(t,x)=

(x)

The firsttermof the score function, f(.), is equalto the score thatwouldobtainif we substitutethe
populationprobabilityp* for the estimatorPKin (37). The secondterm,a(.), givesthe contribution
of estimatingp* to the asymptoticdistributionof Pew' Thiscontributionis linearin T - p*(X). Hence,
the scorelinearizesthe estimatorwithrespectto ,Band p(.). The asymptoticvarianceof Pew is equal
to the varianceof /'(Y, T, x, [B*,p*(X)) + a(T, X) (note that its mean is 0). The three components
of this varianceare
E[/(Y, T, X, 3* p*(.))]

-=

E[a(T, X)2] = E[

]- E[/l (X)2],

(X)

Ep

(X)

+ Ep

E[O(Y,T, X, %*
p*()) a(T, X)] = -E[ p(X

(X)

]+ E[tl (X)2],

so that
E[(/(Y,

T, X, B*,p*(.)) + a(T, X))2] = E[,l (X)2] - (,*)2
= V(E[Y(1)IX])

+E[

*(X)

+ E[V(Y(1)IX)/p*

(X)],

whichis the variancein Theorem1, specializedto the case with AO(x) = o02(x)= 0.
In the proof of (38) we rewritethe differenceby addingand subtractinga numberof terms,so
that we can boundthe differences.We give the asymptoticorderof all differences,whichmakesit
easierto understandthe role of the assumptions.We have
(39)~

(40)

VKf3w-

~~ ~

N

1

3)

+

T

T,Y,

(T -KE

1,(X;)

+P*(X,)2

i(X )2 (P((XX)

E

-1

(41)

T,Y,

N

p)(X)))
(

T
-pK(Xi

p* (X) (PK(X) P*(X))
/Xl

_

(13K(Xi)-(X)

dFo(X)

X,

(43)
(42)
(41)

+

1

+

1

-

IN

I
(x)
(8
=1
/PK(XX)
)(PK (X~)
~~~~~~~~
(PK X-p*x)dF(x

Al

(x)

PK (X) -p* (x))

a i=(

(44)

+ 7N

(Xi))

NPK (Xi)-PK

{

5K(i

E|8(Xl)-

dp*

(Xi))

APK(X)(1PK(X,)(lKX)

K(Xi))+8()I*(

-()
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In this expressionFois the populationcdf of X and
(45)

K(X)=-J f

(46)

LK(x)= -

(47)

)LL(R

(Z)

L (RK (z)

f

K)RR (z)

dF0(z)k'

VL'(RK(x)irk)RK(X)

k)RK(z)' dF0(Z)Xj AL (RK(X)Irk)RK(X),

60(x) = -p(x)
p*(x)

with
= E[RK(X)RK(X)'L'(RK(X)I1r]
SK= -N

N

RK (XI)RK (Xi)

and

L(RK(Xi)

iiK),

and IrKbetween *K and iK.
- ,B*). To showthat the estimator
Note that (44) is equalto the linearizedexpressionfor .,(Ie
is indeed asymptotically
linear,we must deriveboundson the terms (39)-(43). If a bounddepends
on both K andN, we derivethe boundfor sequencesK(N) thatgo to oo withN. Becauseduringthe
derivationsome restrictionson these sequencesare imposed,the resultingboundsare not uniform
in K. We have seen this type of argumentin the derivationof the orderof I1frK(N)- ITK(N) where
we imposedthe largesampleidentificationcondition;(K(N))4/N -+ 0.
Belowwe presentthe boundson the terms(39)-(43). Detailsfor the derivationsfor these bounds
are availablefromthe authors(Hirano,Imbens,and Ridder(2002)).The boundfor (39) is
N

TiYj

TiYi.+

_

=

Op(

?i3)

+0O

(;(K)5

PY
(.)) (PK (Xi)
KX
(X,)2

p*(X1) +p*

PK
(Xi)

+ Op (VIN(K)2KS)
s
K-

The boundfor (40) is
(_
E

p_

i2 (P^K(Xi) - p (Xi)) + J

(X)-(X)d0X)

*()(PK

=Op(;(K)K-Ts) + OP((K))

The boundfor (41) is

Jdx)p
(X,
=

)

)

1=,

\/PK(Xi)

0(-FN(K)K-)

The boundfor (42) is
1

N

i=1

>
TI PK (Xi)

P-K(Xi) (1-PK (X-))

I

-

(K)9/2

( -PK (Xi))
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The boundfor (43) is

PK(Xi) (1

1XN i=l(

= Op(max(K-2-,

o/p*
(Xi)(1 p (Xi))

PK (Xi))

;(K)K-E))

Fromthese five expressionswe obtain
(48)

IN(I3e-3

)-

(;(K)

= o

_*)_.L:X:)(Ti-P*(Xi))

| ((X

+0

(IJN(K)2K-

')+0p(;(K)5/2K-2r)

(

+ Op N(JN)) + 0(vWN(K)K-

+ Op(;(K)K-)
? Op (
;N,

+ Op (max(K-

+

= Op(VIN7(K)2K-s)

sr,

;(K)K-

Op((K)5/2K-)

)

2sr)

+ op

(

1NK9_2)

Note that the second term of the final expressionis a bias term,the thirda varianceterm, and the
firsta combinationof a varianceand bias term.
As noted ;(K) dependson the sequenceof approximating
functions.For powerseries we have
;(K) = O(K). If we considersequencesK(N) = Nc we can find the rangeof c for which (48) is
op(l). Substitutionin the right-handside of (48) gives that the first term on the right-handside
requiresthatc > 1/(2(s/r-2)), the secondthat slr > 5, andthe thirdthatc < 1/9. Theseinequalities
Q.E.D.
can be simultaneouslysatisfiedif s/r > 7.
PROOFOF THEOREM 2: Define

(49)

(50)

(51)

'K

1 N
Y,T
I I
RK(Xi),
=-NN E
i= p*(X.)2

K=

N

N~

Y(X)2 R
PKG~

SK= NN EXR(X)RK(Xj).

Then TKS-lRK(X)is the predictedvalue in a least squaresseries regressionof -YiTi/(p*(X)2) on
RK(Xi).13 Thispredictedvalueestimates-E(YIx)/p*(x), whichis the conditionalexpectation(given
X = x) of the derivativeof the momentconditionwith respectto p*. The usual bound for series
estimatorsapplies:

(52)

sup
TKSlRK(x)+
XEX

13 The numberof

<(x) < C1 (K(N))O(p

p*(X)

N

)

+C2K-r

termsin this series estimatorneed not be equal to that in the series estimator
of the propensityscore.The notationcan be changedto reflectthis.
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with s' the numberof continuousderivativesof ,ll(x). Also
(53)

IL"K-t"K| =

1

P (Xi))(P* (Xi)+PK(Xi))
PK(Xi)2p(Xi)2

N (PK(Xi)

1 N P* (Xi)2 pK (Xi)

yTRK(X.)

IPK(Xi )-p (Xi) I*IYi|*Ti ||RK(Xi)

As in the proof of Theorem1 we have that PK(X) is boundedfrom 0 and 1 on X if N
hence we have the followingboundfor (53):
(54)

oo and

1 N
C sup 1|PK(X)-p*(x)j sup IjR (x)II NEYij+OP(1)
XEX

XEX

=

i=1

( K()) + C2;(K)2K- r.

Cj;(K)20p

We use the bounds(52) and (54) to obtaina boundon
(55)

-K(t,

x)-a(t,

x) = ( IK

SK R(x)(t-J4(x))

F
-

'

KX)/-i
i(x(
p*()

(t- PK(x)) +

+ [~KSK R(X)+

() (PK(X)

P*(X))-

Under the asymptoticidentificationcondition
(56)

sup
K(t,x)-a (t, x) l SCI|
|

-I

XEX

||

supllRK (x) 11+ C2sup
XEX

XEX

j SKRK(x)

+
p* (x)

+ C3SUP,U,(X) SUPIPK(X) -p* (X)|
XEEX

XEX

Because X is compactand,,l (x) is continuous, SUPX,EX
-I (X) < oo. Substitutionof the bounds (52)
and (54), collectingtermsof the same orderand omittingtermsof lowerordergivesthe bound
(57)

sup I&K(t,X)--a(t,x)I

< Cj;(K)3O

)

p(

+C2;(K)3K->

+C3K-r

It can be shownthat the differencebetween(14) and (13) is boundedby (57) (detailsof these
calculationsare availablefrom the authors).Under the rates specifiedin Theorem1 this bound is
QE.D.
op(l). Hence (14) is a consistentestimatorfor (13).
PROOFOF THEOREM4: The derivationof the efficiencyboundfollowsthe proofin Hahn(1998).
We considerthe case wherethe propensityscore is known.FromTheorem3, it will be evidentthat
the boundcan be achievedwithoutknowledgeof the propensityscore.
The densityof (Y(O),Y(1), T, X) with respectto some u-finitemeasureis
q(y(O), y(1), t, x) =f(y(O), y(l)jx)p*(x)t(1 -p*(x))b-tf(x)

The densityof the observeddata (y, t, x), usingthe unconfoundedness
assumption,is
q(y, t, x) = [fi (ylx)p*(x)][foI(yx)(1
where fi (.-x) = ff(y(O),

- p*(x))]l-tf(x),

Ix) dy(O), and fo( lx) =f f(., y(1) x) dy(1). Consider a regular parametric

submodelindexedby 6, with density
t,
qn(yv
Y

)=
[f8-r

y Ix,

O)p*

(x)

]f((ly

I ,

)(1

-

*

(x))

(x
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whichequals q(y, t, x) for 6 = O0.Note that 6 does not enter into the term p*(x), becausewe are
assumingthat the propensityscore is known.The score is givenby
df

-t)-so(ylx,

V)+(l

Inq(y,t,xlv8)=s(y,t,xlv8)=t-sl(ylx,

v)+sx(xl8),

where
d ln (ylx, 6),
s5(ylx,6) = dO
fo
s(yIx, 6) = d lnf(ylx, 6),
s.,(xlo) =dfJlt(l8

The tangentspaceof the model is the set of functions
+G - t) -so(y,

It - Si(y,x)

S?=

x)+

sX(x)1

for s1,so, and sx satisfying
J sj(y,x)f(yIx)dy =0,

V x,

J so(y, x)f0(ylx) dy = 0, V x,
J sx (x)f(x) dx = 0.
We are interestedin estimating
wate-

ff g(x)yf1(ylx)f (x) dy dx - ff g(x)yfo(ylx)f(x) dy dx
f
g(x)f (x) dx

So for the parametricsubmodelindexedby 6,
ff g(x)yf1(ylx,

O)f (xlO)dydx

-ff

g(x)yf0(ylx,

O)f (xlO)dydx

f g(x)f(xlO)dx

7wate()

We need to find a functionF,(y, t, x) such that for all regularparametricsubmodels,
= E[FT(Y, T, X)s(Y, T, X100)].
dat(0?)
do

Let fug f g(x)f(x) dx. Then
Firstwe calculatedTwat
e(6)/dod.
d'Twat(O0)

1

[

[f g(x)ys1 (ylx, 00)f1 (ylx, 0O0)f(xJ00)dy dx

dO^,,-) =g

-

+

if g(x)ys0(ylx,

00)fo(ylx, 6O)f (xJ0v) dy dx]
=

[Ig(x){E[Y(1)-Y(0)IX

x S.,(x IO)f (x I)

dx]-

x]- twate}
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The followingchoice for FTsatisfiesthe condition:
T g(X)
(Y-E[Y(1)IX])FT(Y, T, X) =
*
(x)

/-Lg

+

(1
/-Lg-(l

T) g(X) (Y-E[Y(O)IX])
P*(X))

(E[Y(1) - Y(O)IX] -wate)

/Lg

Hence Twate is pathwisedifferentiable.By Theorem2, in Section3.3 of Bickel,Klaassen,Ritov, and
Wellner(1993), the variancebound is the expectedsquareof the projectionof FT(Y,T, X) on S?.
Since FT e SF,the varianceboundis
E[F,(Y, T, X)2]=E[

-(/)(X)V(Y(1)IX)

+(Ig(())2p(E(Y(l)|X)-E(Y
+

Ig2(E

p
V(Y(O)IX)]
+E[(
(/Lg)(-g)2(1 p* (X))

(Y(1)IX) - E(Y(O)IX)

_

Twate)2].

Q.E.D.
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